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Abstract 

This article briefly presents and discusses a selec
tion of emerging ideas for approaches to schedul
ing optimisation problems. Those discussed 
mainly arise from the 'evolutionary computing' 
research community. are: Optima Link-

Contouring, an Immune Ap-
proach, and Algorithms'. What 
each of these methods have in common is sim-

that are new, novel (modulo, in some 
cases, dear conceptual links with other established 
methods), seem promising for general schedule op
timisation, and are as yet only sparsely described 
in the research literature, if at all. Each of the 
selected new techniques- is actually a 'general', or 
'weak' but to be in develop
ment by researchers active in the scheduling do
main. It is rather unclear whether any of these will 
endure to earn a reputable place in the library of 
scheduling optimisation tools, but for the moment 
they each certainly seem worth further investiga
tion. Some of them are currently under investi
gation as part of a project by the author dealing 
with the massive nuclear waste reprocessing and 
maintenance scheduling problems faced by British 
Nuclear Fuels Ltd. 

This article and discusses a selection 
of ideas for to scheduling optimi-
sation The selection is and 
represents the authors' personal 'top four' solutions to 
a multiobjective function into account: novelty, 
general interest, and 

The essence of such an 'evolutionary tech-
nique' is a particular method for '~""'''~"""""'ntincr 
date schedules as 'chromosomes' and a particular set 
of methods for operating on such chromosomes to pro
duce new candidate schedules. One of the new tech-

'Mutagenetic , is 
an extension of these established evolutionary te~h-

incorporating the idea of 'mutagens'· special 
themselves to artificial which 

perform specific operations on candidate schedules. 
Two other of the discussed Optima Link-

and Optima arise from the evolution-
ary computing research community in a slightly differ
ent way. They arise from certain observations about 
the structure of schedule optimisation fitness land
scapes, noticed in [2], for example, which in turn lead 
to promising ideas for organising the direction of local 
search. 

Another of the methods, the Immune System ap
proach, is inspired by recent work (for example [3]), 
showing how ideas from the immune system can be 
applied in computer science and optimisation. 

Each of these methods is relativelv new and seem 
promising for general schedule optimi~ation', and hence 
worth bringing to the attention of scheduling 
tioners. In fact, however, each of the selected new 

is really a 'general', or 'weak' method but 
it happens to be the case that each is in ' 
by researchers active in the scheduling domain. 

No claims are made here as to whether any of these 
techniques will endure to earn a place in 
the of scheduling optimisation but for 
the moment they each seem worth further 

Some of them are cm~re:nt! 
vestigation as part of a project 
with the massive nuclear waste reJ)rC)cessJne: 
tenance faced 
Fuels Ltd. 

In the remainder of this 
in turn. 

each are described 



Mutagenetic Algorithms 
What practically all evolutionary computation or local 
search applications have in common is the notion of a 
fixed set of 'operators'. For example, a 
scheduling application in which a candidate solution 
can be represented as a sequence of 9 tasks, such as: 

325167984 

In the application, such a list of tasks might, for ex
ample, be interpreted as the input to a greedy schedule 
builder. A typical operator on such a list is the 
cent swap' operator. This involves choosing a random 
pair of adjacent tasks, and swapping them, perhaps 
\...UGll.!;U!)< the above into: 

325617984 

Very many other such operators exist. There are 
for which choose a ran-

chunk of a sequence and reverse the 
of tasks in that chunk. There are 'shunt' 

operators, which shift an entire chunk of a sequence 
from one place to another, and so on. there 
are a variety of recombination (mult-parent) operators, 
which have some way of a 'child' sequence by 
somehow combining aspects of two parent sequences. 

The idea of a Mutagenetic Algorithm (MA) is to add 
further complexity and specificity to the mutation op
erators in an evolutionary approach, taking inspira
tion from [4]. In [4], the role of 'mutagens' in nat
ural evolution is discussed. These are biological vec
tors which perform specific, specialised mutation oper
ations on chromosomes. In nature, mutagens are them
selves subject to natural selection, and [4] develops the 
thesis that, loosely speaking, mutagens and their tar
gets co-evolve over time with the result that mutagens 
become better at making mutations which are useful 
to their targets. A straightforward implementation of 
this idea in our simple 'sequence' example would be 
to have a structured class of mutation which 
each in a set of These 
operators vie with each other, and based on feedback 

the successes or failures of their use, certain 
"""''""'t"1"" become more favoured and hence used more 
often. 

A 

Instances: 

In this case, class 
intended to refer to 

such a structured 

a list of three 
tasks in the sequence. 

An instance of this class, such as "(1 2 5)", describes a 
mutation operator which takes those particular tasks, 
wherever they happen to appear in the candidate chro
mosome, and randomly reorders them. 

In general, a structured mutation operator, or 'mu-
' involves a pattern and an action. The pattern 

describes which elements of the chromosome it opera
tors on, and the action describes what it does. In the 
above illustration the 'action' is simply assumed to be 
random reorder. Further possibilities for patterns and 
actions can be designed at will, of course. 

The point of all this is the underlying notion that 
certain specific types of operation may be particularly 
useful in an instance of a scheduling problem. 
With a mutagenetic algorithm, the idea is to unleash 
a collection of different such and co-evolve 
these in line with the in order 
to draw out and use these useful opera-
tors. There is a fair of intuitive and other evi

'""""'"' .. '~-'''"'' one of the more suc-
cessful recent to job 
shop scheduling makes particular use of op-
erators which reorder the tasks the critical path 
[5], borrowing from work recommending similar opera
tors within other search techniques [6, 7]. This focusses 
mutation towards a set of tasks, 
which itself varies between schedules, and over time, 
during the course of an algorithm. Whereas the the rel
ative of a 'pure' job shop schedul-

problem, however, allows the notion of 'tasks on the 
critical path' to be pinned down as ideal candidates for 
mutation, more complex and messy real-world prob
lems are also likely to involve particular sets of task 
more fruitful for mutation in certain ways than others, 
but far less spotted by analytic or argumentative 
means. 

A mutagenetic algorithm attempts to directly find 
such operators. In its 'adaptive' form. the mutage
nttic algorithm will involve a changing set 
of such operators, adapting themselves to the stage of 
search. However, there is reason to 
'fixed' in which a set of 
operators is designed in advance, and then used in en

search as a fixed collection. Preliminary evidence 
be further described in a later version of this arti

IJHJU!.,"u'"' for both methods. 

~., .... , ... 5 is a new idea which has been found 
ap·plH;at:ton to 



ing the structure of scheduling landscapes. 

The idea of m-
Colin Reeves. 

[8], which 
tests it with other methods on a suite of stan
dard function optimisation tasks. The essential idea is 
to between two found lo-
cal on this then becomes 
the for a new local search. Its merit 
seems dear from the 
the basins of attraction of undiscovered are of-
ten to lie 'between' other local Similar 

Glover [9], called 'path-
, and 

excellent results 
on benchmarks. In more recent work, Whit-

has found Optima to better than 
known best results in a benchmark 

v"''·"v·"""' communi
cation). These impressive results from early use of 
tima and similar ideas are very promising. 

In addition to its raw as an 
technique, Optima Linking is also distinctly useful for 
exploring fitness structure. To a degree, of 
course, other search are viewable in this 
light. Repeated runs of hillclimbing, for exam-
ple, can indicate the relative of different 
local optima, and the sizes_ of their respective basins of 
attraction. With more sophisticated search methods, 

to inform of landscape characteristics 
is typically compromised the of the tech
nique itself. The performance of repeated runs of a ge
netic algorithm on a scheduling problem, for example, 
may tell us that it was more successful at navigating 
the 'bumps' than some other method, but more precise 
landscape information becomes lost, being 'smoothed 
over' in the dynamics of the algorithm. Optima Link
ing, in contrast, delivers strong performance while re
taining understandable dynamics; its performance is 
intimately related with the shape of the fitness land
scape in a way which can directly suggest pertinent 
details of landscape structure. Therefore, research on 
the development of based 
has a natural to be able to explain its results 
and explain the relative successive of the techniques 

in a useful way. Via 

local search starting from the best solution found along 
this path. 

There is massive scope for power-
ful variations on this theme which retain the essential 
idea. One tunable aspect is the number of initial points 
to and used to determine 
the choices of to link to 
tion and selection in a population-based evolutionary 
algorithm). Another important variable aspect is the 
method used to the Rana and 

results on function [8], for ex-
ample, build the link by at each finding the 'best' 
next move along the In contrast, [10] finds a 
faster and Linking method successful 
in which the from successive ran-

the 
.u<.uK.Iu~;-u . .Ke notion the recombination 

in [5] uses a local search between two par-
ents, where the search is biased towards the 
direction of the 'destination' 

Further variable of the idea 
concern the move used to gen-
erate the linking path, which need not be the same as 
the operator used in the local search component, the 
local search method itself, which need not remain fixed, 
and parametric aspects of the local search method. For 
example, it is not necessary for the pair of points to be 
linked to be strict optima; in [10], Corne shows that 

ap'"'',.,t,,,; from rather modest local search effort 
(and certainly not locally optimal) still yield linking 
paths with significantly fruitful result. This in itself 
suggests intriguing aspects of the locations and acces
sibilities of the basins of attraction of good optima. 

Showing particular promise for scheduling, Whitley 
has investigated the use of an Optima Linking algo
rithm on a publicly available Resource Constrained 
Project Scheduling benchmark problem. This prob
lem involves scheduling 575 jobs with precedence con-

. straints and other complex restrictions. 
Using a permutation-based representation, an 

'adjacent-task local search and link-
.. """'""'·" their inverse , a 

straightforward Optima Linking algorithm found a new 
best solution for this problem, and in fact found this 
solution in 70% of attempts. 



peal behind the notion that paths between diverse op
tima may new basins of attraction, but contends 
that the crucial of such a is that it emerges 
from a local optimum, rather than goes between local 
optima. Such a comment must of course be taken in 
careful context. The 'No Free Lunch' theorems [11] 
do well to remind researchers that the 

of our efforts is to find ideal matches be-

tima is like a 'massif central', more 
numerous and ~~·~~~·J 

The way it 
ing, is to first local 
search, and then describe one or more contours (loci of 
points) at fixed distances around this opti-
mum. The found around these contours are used 
to choose the starting for the next local search. 
This process iterates with each newly found lo
cal optimum. The use of a number of contours at differ
ent distances from the optimal point (rather say, 
using one contour and simply restarting search from 
the best point on it), is meant to avoid deceived 
by local 'massif central' like and hence search 
more for the global massif central duster. 
This is achieved by a computationally quick duster 
analysis of the contour points, dealing with both geno
typic distance and fitness, which yields the presumed 
most promising point from which to restart the search. 
In particular, the 'best' point found on a contour may 
not be since it may be outweighed by a more 
dense duster of quite good points on a different 'side' 
of the previous optimum. 

Early results with this idea on job shop 
scheduling problems seem to show that it improves on 

J..Juuu.ue,, particularly in terms of 

System Methods 

So far, we have looked at some techniques '·" .. '"'"'·"""'"' 
specifically for schedule optimisation with 
the standard ranges of such as m;aKl~SJ:>an 

very m real world ""'·"''''u''"l"-' 
ever, which academic research has not 
on very is the need for continual re-·sc•ne<lUJlm:g;. 
This translates into a need for robust schedules: solu

and 
Clr-

Current research at Edinburgh [12] is looking into an 
Imm<In<~-s:vscem based method for robust schedule gen
eration. The context is a 
problem in which jobs arrive 
vironment is subject to many 

The human immune 
UF,UUAC" toxins by nr,C\rlllt'l 

mse molecules 
ably many but the immune 
is able to defend us from a very number of differ-
ent with very limited resources. in 
a ideal solutions should be able 
to 'cope' with the wide range of potential disruptions 
that may occur. If we consider these possible 
tions late arrival of a resource, breakdown 
of a etc then 
the natural furtherance of the is to consider 
a schedule to be an We therefore 

a collection of vv'"""'"''"' 
cover a range of IJV'~"''cm;; utJ"l'-'"" to the exist

statement of the vnJu1c:1u this set of 
schedules can be used as a 'library'; initially, one sched-
ule is put into When a occurs, we 
search through the schedule to find a different 
schedule which can handle the now altered problem. 
This mirrors the immune search its 
gene library to find antibodies which can handle a par
ticular new foreign substance. however, that 
we not a workable new schedule from the 
library, but one which is maximally similar to the one 
previously in operation. The altered schedule can then 
be implemented with minimised overall disruption. 

An immune system approach to robust scheduling 
therefore has the task of generating such a library of 
schedules, given standard scheduling problem data to
gether with information about the typical changes that 
may occur. Early work on this notion is very promis
ing [12]. In particular, it has been found to be at least 
as good (in terms of quality of replacement schedules) 
and far more efficient, than an earlier more standard 
range of for [13]. 

Summary 

A handful of new tec:hnlQtles 
seem to show ",..'"'m""" 



to directly tailor the neighbourhood sampling scheme 
to the problem instance in question. Meanwhile, in the 
Immune System case, the idea is not to exploit schedul
ing neighbourhood structure (although there are clear 
opportunities and good reasons for doing so in the gen
eral framework), but to attack a particularly important 
aspect of real-world scheduling problems. 

These are all fairly ideas, which have 
proved promising in work. The hope and pur-
pose of this article is to encourage further use and ex
ploration of these ideas. A later version of this article 
will incorporate more detailed discussion and results 
on each of these techniques, applied to a particularly 
nasty real world scheduling problem. 
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